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a place in Sept called ElsAmarana in 1887, and provide a source of information re

gerding early Palestine which is still far from exhausted, As in the case of all lot

tort, much is taken for granted in them, and consequently any new Information relating

to the period from which they come may clear up difficult points in their interpretation.

and may, in its turn, be explained by statements contained in them.

Time not only is the material found in Mesopotamia itself eaten often of great

value in connection with Bible study. bt much material fount elsewhere is intelligi-

ble because of the knowledge of cuneiform gained from t4nsopotasia. In the study of the

contacts of Itesopotamia with the Bible there is much that is obvious, but still more

that involves a great deal of careful study before it can be fully understood, For

the Bible student there is no field of archaeological study which is more fruitful

than that derived from Mesopotamia.
.

Ividence from Palestine and Syria £

The third grat area is Palestine and. Syri. It is in Palestine that the major

ity of the events recorded in the Bible actually occurred. As yet, howevir, there is

less archaeological material from Palestine which has vital meaning in relation to

the Bible than from Mesopotamia the principal reason for this is that conmparattvdy

littler written material has been found in Palestine, Being so near Egrpt its people

were able to secure ample supplies of papyrus, and only rarely ntet clay tablets; in

the damper climate of Palestine the papyrus did not lastj nearly as well as in the drier

abmsphere of tipper Ept. Archsaologr in Palestine would be in a very unsatisfactory

condition f it had to stand entirely alone, bortunatfly that is not the case, It

was on the high road of commerce between Mesopotamia and Erpt, an4 its ruifls contain

many signs of contacts with both lands, it was good that excavation was slower to get

started in Palestine than in either of these regions. Without the great help which

inscriptional material would afford it needed to profit by advanced methods of dig-
4

ging, and also by knowledge of the meaning of objects imparted from countries whose

cultural history was already worked out,

A great step forward was made in 1890 when Sir William flind.ers Petrie, already

a veteran of Iteptian excavation, spent six weeks excavating in southern Palestine,

and. in that brief time discovered two principles which have been of inc&.lcnlafle
y
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